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see in Bloodwars: graffiti, stencil, sticker, or what jerks your head back for a ... Burney described it as having â€œthree colors (with) lots of details â€” really. 
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Bloodwars Magazine



Forward Bloodwars is a Pdf Magazine. Print it out pass it along. Bloodwars intention is to expose the various forms and styles of Street Bombing and what ever else I find stimulating out in the world.



Submit If you would like to contribute to Bloodwars (don’t send files) first please send an email and I will get back to you. Submit photos of what you would like to see in Bloodwars: graffiti, stencil, sticker, or what jerks your head back for a second look. Social Commentary is welcomed. [email protected] Want an Ad inserted in Bloodwars contact [email protected] Sign up for the SFAUSTINA news letter it will provide you with Bloodwar release dates. www.sfaustina.com This is a little piece of my world and me thank you for looking. sf* Text* Found graffiti newspaper articles. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy or scanned, without permission in writing from publisher.
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Graffiti artists ‘tag’ downtown



D



owntown Franklin Street has long included several businesses featuring the works of local artists. Now some of those businesses — in addition to others in the downtown area — are featuring the work of criminals. The works are not commissioned but are graffiti plastered on the walls and windows of the businesses with the aid of spray paint or permanent markers. “The look of it just brings the environment down,” said Paige King, owner of Franklin Street’s Hodgepodge. “It’s associated with a place that’s rundown and not safe.”



is often associated with gang-culture, the downtown tags have no link to local gangs, according to Sgt. Cheryl Anderson, the department’s spokesperson. “A lot of people consider this work as an art form kind of thing,” Anderson said. “It’s sad because a lot of these people are very talented.” Even King was willing to grant the graffiti a sense of artistic merit. “It is pretty,” King said. “I just don’t want it on private property.” Some larger cities sponsor legal walls where graffiti writers can display and create their work. These cities feature graffiti that is more mural-like, and often more colorful, than what is generally seen in Clarksville.



Writing on the wall The graffiti that has returned downtown this summer may initially look like incoherent scribbles, or a tangled piece of string. Further inspection, however, reveals that the tangles repeat themselves throughout the downtown area. These “tags” are the signatures of the graffiti writers who leave them. Based on graffiti common in and around downtown, W3K and WISE are currently two prominent local tag artists, though business owners have reported seeing at least two other recurring tags. Though graffiti



Owners’ responsibility Under a city ordinance passed during Clarksville Mayor Johnny Piper’s first term, property owners can be fined for not removing graffiti on their property. Building and Codes Director Jim Pillow said the ordinance requires that property owners be given written notice regarding the graffiti. They are required to either remove it or attend a hearing within two weeks. If they fail to comply, Pillow said the city will clean the graffiti and forward the costs to the owner. Additionally, the owner can be cited into city court, with each day the graffiti goes unclean considered an individual



infraction. Those arrested for graffiti writing can be charged with vandalism. Punishments vary with the amount of property damage. Sgt. Anderson said the best way of catching a graffiti writer is to send out photos of the writers in action, or to catch them nearly in the act. “It’s very hard to paint something and not get some paint on your fingers,” she said. Fighting paint with paint University Avenue’s Lovin’ Spoonful Cafe, owned by Jane Burney, has been tagged repeatedly this summer. “We’ve been open for five months, and I’ve been tagged twice,” Burney said. The first tag was left on the building’s second story, and took up half the wall. Burney described it as having “three colors (with) lots of details — really nice artwork.” It was so ornate that Burney could not decipher the name. After painting over the graffiti, Burney said she was hit a month later by inferior taggers. She said the second round looked like someone just took a spray can and made some lines. “No artistic value at all,” Burney said. She added they were at least legible, but declined to identify the taggers — lest they be encouraged to try again.



A month ago, Burney hired a professional to paint “Lovin’ Spoonful” and “Cafe” on the sides of her building — and either through coincidence or the fact graffiti writers tend to respect the work of other artists, the building has not been tagged since.
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Classic San Francisco photos by Ian lynam - part 3



Coachella



Bleary-eyed and wilting under the desert sun people all over sat and stood and moved every which way to the beat of the same drum and bass kit. For the most part it was a mellow sound akin to that of giant whales calling out to each other from afarwell sort of. Everyone dressed to kill trying desperately to keep the scorching heat off their beings. Kids sipping on that elixir of life that flows from their camelbacks, and if they make it out of there, they’ll try and articulate to friends and family just what it all means. by



Victoria Soldavini



New T Shirt by Sfaustina! Writers T Shirt



For sometime I have wanted to create a t shirt paying homage to the graffiti writers who have inspired me and whom I have much respect for their work. The first time I saw the t shirt designed by the Experimental Jetset design group ‘John & Paul & Ringo & George’ I immediately was drawn to the simplicity of Helvetica and knew it would work perfectly as a homage to both the bay area graffiti writers and Experimental Jetset. I find it provoking to see the writers word used in Helvetica Neue. A writer is known for their handstyle but in this form the viewer is forced to focuse on the writers word. I have worn the shirt around the question I get repeatitvly is “what is Log & Tie” (people can not read Adek so that is how far down the tee shirt they get) what I love about it is if this shirt was designed using graffiti letters people would just by pass the shirt and already have the category of graffiti. It kind of fucks with people in that way and also generates an interest in people who would not necessarily ask about graffiti writers. My girlfriend was outside of church with our son and they both were waring the tee shirt all the church ladies could not keep their eyes off the shirt. I think people are now more drawn to letters because we are as a society so over saturated with images making letters fresh and a bit of a novlety. Price $25.00 plus 5.00 shipping Limited edition - (To buy email [email protected]) Sizes: XL / L / M / S



Graffiti glorifying Saddam in Bahraini village draws flak By Habib Toumi, Bureau Chief Manama: The appearance of wall graffiti glorifying the former Iraqi president Saddam Hussain was yesterday lambasted by the head of a political society as “political bankruptcy.” “They are totally ridiculous and simply reflect the bewilderment and disorientation of the Arab street because of the deterioration of politics at several levels,” Ahmad Juma, the president of Al Mithaq Society, told Gulf News. Residents in Hidd, a fishing village at the tip of Muharraq Island, discovered the Arabic graffiti on the walls on Tuesday morning. Verses “Saddam, you were a man in your life and a hero in your death” read one of them, signed by Saddam’s Fedayee [fighter]. Another carried two verses, allegedly by Saddam Hussain, advising people “not to regret fate’s treason as dogs that dance around the corpses of lions do not turn into lions and lions do not become dogs.” No one has claimed responsibility for the graffiti amid concerns that they would revive the rift between people who condemned his execution last December and those who celebrated it. In the ensuing tension, Molotov bombs were hurled at a proBaath political society that set up a condolence house, but no one was injured. But for Ahmad Juma, people now should move forward with their lives and forget about the Saddam Hussain era. “The graffiti is a desolate case of political bankruptcy and we really want people to draw lessons from history instead of glorifying an era that is not only gone, but also was filled with misery,” he said.



Two verses, allegedly by Saddam, advises people “not to regret fate’s treason as dogs that dance around the corpses of lions do not turn into lions and lions do not become dogs.”
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PAINTING BY SFAUSTINA™ — Buy it here* Till Sept. 7/07
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Bloodwars and all related bloodwars info can now be found at www.bloodwarsmagazine.com Bloodwars Book V1 out now!!! Preview and order it on the website.



NEWS All thanks & love goes out to those who have passed the word, contributed to, and simply enjoyed Bloodwars!! Blessing Always. On to the next…



Links:



www.aoa-art.com



www.cloutdistribution.com www.12oz.com



www.designiskinky.com www.k10k.net



www.beautifuldecay.com www.woostercollective.com www.hobomagazine.com www.fecalface.com www.ekosystem.org www.tokion.com



Bloodwars Book Volume One Out Now! Bloodwars magazine proudly presents



Bloodwars Volume One Limited Edition Book. Straight bombing, stickers and street art. Designed, Photographs and Illustrations by SFAUSTINA*



Order your copie now! www.bloodwarsmagazine.com



150 pages (15 pink inserts)



6.5” x 8.5” Softcover $30.00



ZONENKINDER



THANK YOU FOR VIEWING BLOODWARS PUBLISHED BY SFAUSTINA FOR SFAUSTINA DESIGN. ALL IMAGES COPYRIGHT SF* 2006. ANY UNAUTHORIZED USE OF IMAGES IS ILLEAGL.
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